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 Answer question ONE and TWO other questions 
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QUESTION ONE (30 Marks)

a. Explain each of the following terminologies:          (8 Marks)
i. XAMPP 

ii. Phpmyadmin 
iii. CSS 
iv. Hyperlink 

b. List the THREE rules of naming HTML attributes         (3 Marks)

c. Write a PHP script named today.php that outputs the current date of a web server 
        (4 Marks)

d. Explain the role of <!doctype html> in an HTML document         (3 Marks)

e. State and explain three benefits of using PHP and MySQL together in a web site or a web 
application.           (6 Marks)

f. i. Define an associative array                        (2 Marks)

ii. Write PHP code that shows an example of an associative array.           (4 Marks)
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SECTION B (ANSWER ANY TWO QUESTIONS)

QUESTION TWO (20 MARKS)

a. Briefly explain what happens when the address www.chuka.ac.ke is typed on a browser.
               (8

Marks)

b. Write HTML code that can be used to show the following table.                  (12 Marks)

                

QUESTION THREE (20 MARKS)

a. In order to use a style sheet with your HTML5 document, you need to tell your document
where to locate the style definitions.  State and explain  three ways to define styles 

        (6
Marks)
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b. What would be the output of the following JavaScript code on a browser?          (4 Marks)

<script type=”text/JavaScript”>
i = 1
while (i < 11) {
document.write(i + “ x 3 = “ + (i * 3) + “<br />” );
i ++
}

                                    </script>

c. Name 4 HTML5 elements that supports media content.         (4 Marks)

c. Explain the differences between delete, drop and truncate?         (6 Marks)

QUESTION FOUR (20 MARKS)

a.) Mark up the following sentence with the relevant presentational elements.         (4 Marks)
b.) While stating what the acronyms stand for, explain the difference between the following 

image formats:         (6 Marks)
i. JPEG
ii. PNG
iii. GIF

c.) Briefly explain the difference between checkboxes and radio buttons when creating 
HTML forms         (4 Marks)
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d.) Write HTML code that would render the web page shown below on a browser. (6 Marks)

QUESTION FIVE (20 MARKS)

a.)  Using HTML code examples, describe how you can use nested framesets to lay 
out a web page       (10
Marks)

b.) Explain what a site map is in web design and state its importance         (4
Marks)

c.)State and explain the advantages of using Dreamweaver in developing websites 
        (6

Marks)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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